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EU Intervention 

 

The European Union would like to thank the Working Group on the issue of human 

rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises for the 

presentation of its reports and addenda. 

The EU welcomes the convening of the first African Regional Forum on Business and 

Human Rights, and the outcome presented in the addendum to its report 

[A/HRC/29/28Add.2]. The EU believes in partnership with players from across 

regions to progress on this global issue, and was pleased with the joint seminar 

organized with the African Union immediately after the regional Forum in Addis 

Ababa on "Fostering the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles through 

regional cooperation". This partnership was reaffirmed in the meeting of the 

Commissioner for Political Affairs of the African Union Commission and the European 

Union Special Representative for Human Rights in the margin of the 3rd UN Forum 

on Business and Human Rights, held in Geneva from 1 to 3 December 2014. Both 

"underscored the need to expedite the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles 

at the national level and strengthen efforts to improve access to justice for those who 

suffered from human rights violations"1. 

                                            
1
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/un_geneva/press_corner/all_news/news/2014/20141203_au_eu_bussiness_human_ri
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Over the past period, the European Union has continued to progress with its mix of 

voluntary and regulatory measures, particularly with the two new directives on Public 

Contracts, Utilities and Concessions and on the Disclosure of non-financial 

information – the latter requires European companies concerned with over 500 

employees to disclose in their management report, information on policies, risks and 

outcomes notably as regards environmental matters, social and employee aspects, 

respect for human rights, anticorruption and bribery issues. EU Member States have 

a two-year period to transpose these directives into national legislation. Furthermore, 

Member States of the European Union committed to prepare National Action Plans 

on Business and Human Rights and are working towards that goal; many of them 

have already adopted, or are close to adopting, their National Action Plan.  In 

addition, the European Commission is currently finalising a study outlining the state 

of play of the EU's implementation of the UN Guiding Principles.   

At the multilateral level, in addition to our engagement with the Working Group, we 

fully support the OHCHR "Accountability and remedy project" as a pragmatic and 

effective way to enable more consistent implementation of the Guiding Principles in 

the area of access to remedy. This project, if supported by all, can allow for much 

needed progress in the third pillar of the UN Guiding Principles. We believe this offers 

the best approach for addressing the issue of remedy, and for supporting the 

practical application of the UNGPs. Human rights defenders and civil society actors 

working in this sensitive area of work need particular attention and protection. 

Finally, the EU notes the addendum  to the Working Group's report on "emerging 

approaches and lessons learned in corporate respect for human rights" 

[A/HRC/29/28/Add.3] which complements the Chair's summary of the third annual 

Forum on Business and Human Rights, also presented to this session 

[A/HRC/29/29]. In the Chair's summary, a recurrent recommendation "was the need 

to establish a regular and systematic process for measuring and reporting on 

progress made by States and business enterprises in implementing the Guiding 

Principles" [para. 9 of A/HRC/29/29]. Could the Working Group share its views on 

ways to better measure and promote the implementation of the Guiding Principles?  
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Turning on to the Special Rapporteur on trafficking especially Women and Children 

 

Mr President, 

The EU and its Member States would like to welcome the Special Rapporteur, 

Ms Giammarinaro, to her first Interactive Dialogue at the Human Rights Council. At 

the same time, we would like to thank the Special Rapporteur for her first report 

submitted to this Council. Her report gives an excellent overview of the current global 

trends and challenges with regard to trafficking in persons. We particularly appreciate 

that the report outlines the future agenda as well as the approach and strategy of the 

mandate. We would have welcomed reference to the EU legal framework for 

addressing trafficking in human beings, one of the most, if not the most, 

comprehensive and progressive legal tools at global level.  

From the outset I want to emphasize that the EU recognises trafficking in human 

beings as first and foremost a grave violation of human rights and as a serious form 

of organised crime. As such it is the only form of organised crime expressively 

prohibited in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, and clearly addressing 

trafficking means also upholding fundamental rights.  

In recent weeks and months, particularly horrendous cases of mass trafficking have 

been and are being committed by Boko Haram and ISIS. These cases have gained a 

lot of international attention. But sadly, these cases are only the tip of the iceberg, as 

trafficking constitutes a multi-billion-dollar business that flourishes in all parts of the 

world. We must, stress that trafficking in human beings is driven by profits and 

demand.  It is evident that further and greater effort at international level is necessary 

in order to effectively address trafficking in persons.  

The EU has built a comprehensive and far-seeing legal and policy framework, guided 

by the EU Anti-Trafficking Directive and the EU Strategy towards the Eradication of 

Trafficking in Human Beings 2012-2016, and coordinated by the mandate of EU Anti-

Trafficking Coordinator. Moreover, the EU keeps on promoting globally higher 

standards in the fight against trafficking in persons, including through regional 

dialogue processes such as for example the Khartoum Process with the countries 

along the East African migratory route”.  
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The EU concurs with the Special Rapporteur that, in the fight against trafficking, civil 

society organisations should be strategic partners and not only service providers. 

Indeed, civil society can play a critical role in the response to trafficking and therefore 

the EU encourages all States to find and implement ways and means that allow for 

an effective contribution from civil society. To this effect, the European Commission 

in 2013 has set up the EU Civil Society Platform Against Trafficking in Human 

Beings, as a deliverable of the EU Strategy.  

Madam Special Rapporteur, 

In your report, you have mentioned that you intend to promote clarity around 

trafficking and to develop checklists to shape international standards. Could you 

please elaborate on this topic and describe examples of what you are planning to do 

in this regard?  

Thank you, Mr President. 

 


